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Introduction
Planning is not compositional. That is, one cannot
always construct a plan for goal G1 and another plan
for goal G2 and then use them to construct a plan for
a more complex goal that involves both G1 and G2
(such as G1 V G2). The basic objective of this paper
is to illustrate this compositionality problem and to
propose a solution that takes advantage of the domain
causal structure.

Specifically, we show that (1) compositional plan-
ning is possible when goals are independent; (2) there
is a calculus for compositional planning, called plan
calculus, that depends on the availability of such inde-
pendence information; and (3) the causal structure of 
symbolic causal network encodes the independence in-
formation required by plan calculus (Darwiche & Pearl
1994).

Therefore, we show that if a domain is represented
using a symbolic causal network, then plan calculus
can be used to compose a plan for some complex
goal using only plans for local goals (those involving
only a proposition and its parents). This leads to
structure-based algorithms for plan generation; that
is, algorithms for which the computational complexity
is parameterized by the topology of the corresponding
causal structure.

The Most General Plan
Many of the results we present depend on the concept
of a "most general plan." Here’s the formal definition.

Definition 1 Given

Domain Description: A database A,
Controllables: A set of atomic propositions A,

Goal: A sentence G that does not mention A,

The most general plan for G is the logically weakest
sentence c~ constructed from propositions A such that

AU{~} ~ G.
We will often say "the plan" instead of "the most gen-
eral plan." The term ’% plan" is defined as follows:

Definition 2 A plan for goal G is any satisfiable sen-
tence that (1) is constructed from controllable proposi-
tions A and (2) entails the most general plan for 

The most general plan is unique (up to logical equiv-
alence) as long as our language is closed under disjunc-
tion. Propositional languages (to which this paper is
restricted) are closed under disjunction.

Let us consider an example. We have the following
domain description, telling us about possible ways to
go from Palo Alto to LAX airport (Los Angeles):

at_Palo_Alto A HWI01 D at_SFO
at_Palo_Alto A HW280 D at_SFO

at_SFO A United D at_LAX
at_SFO A Southwest D at_LAX

at_Palo_Alto

The controllable propositions are HWI01, ttW280,
United and Southwest. We want to find the most
general plan that will take us to LAX. According to
Definition 1, we have

Plan(at_LAX) = ( HW101V HW280 )A( UnitedV Southwest 

Note that HWI01 A ( United V Southwest) is a plan for
at_LAX, and so is HWI01 A United. But neither is a
most general plan.

The syntax of the most general plan does not mat-
ter. For example, (HWI01 A (United V Southwest)) 
(HW280 A (United V Southwest)) is also a most gen-
eral plan for at_LAX. This is important: If one insists
on a canonical form for the most general plan (say, 
dnf), then computing the most general plan may be-
come more difficult. Consider the following domain
description, which identifies two alternatives for mov-
ing between any two cities:

at_cityi A HWai D at_cityi+ l
at_cityi A HWbi D at_cityi+ l

at_city1

If the controllables are HWai and HWbi, then the plan
for arriving at at_cityn is:

n--1

Plan(at_cityn) = A HWai V HWbi.
i=i
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The size of this plan is linear in n. But if we insist
on writing the plan in disjunctive normal form, its size
becomes exponential in n. We shall see later that for a
particular class of domain descriptions, there is always
a most general plan that is linear in the size of the
domain description.

Plan Calculus
Given the above definition of the most general plan,
one can prove the following properties of plans:

P1 Plan(true) = true.1

P2 Plan(false) = false.

P3 Plan(A A B) = Plan(A) A Plan(B).

P4 Plan(A V B) ~ Plan(A) V Plan(B).
When the equality holds, we say that A and B are
independent.

P5 Plan(A V B V C) ~ Plan(A V C) V Plan(B 
When the equality holds, we say that A and B are
independent given C.

P1-P5 will be referred to as Plan Calculus.
We will now discuss the above elements of plan cal-

culus and then show how they can be used to "com-
pose" the most general plan for a complex goal from
precompiled plans for simpler goals.

PI: the most general plan for achieving an already
accomplished goal is the do-nothing plan.

P2: there is no plan for achieving a logically contra-
dictory goal.

P3: the most general plan for a conjunctive goal
A A B can be composed from the most general plan
for A and the most general plan for B. This might
be surprising given the literature on planning for con-
junctive goals (Chapman 1987). But recall that we
are computing "the plan," instead of ’% plan." That
is, we are computing the most general plan. Conjunc-
tive goals are not a problem when generating a most
general plan. They are problematic, however, when
computing a plan, as the following example illustrates.

Consider the circuit in Figure 1. The domain de-
scription is

AVB D D

-,(AVB) D -,n
BAC D E

-~(B A C) D -,E
and the controllables are A, B and C. It is easy to
show that:

Plan(D) = A V B

Plan(E) = B A C

PIan( D A E) = B A C.

1 This assumes that every plan is logically possible.

A

i
D

Figure 1; A digital circuit.

Figure 2: A digital circuit.

This illustrates P3 since B A C - (A V B) A (B A 
Note, however, that: AA-,B is a plan for D and BAC
is a plan for E but A A --,B A B A C is not a plan for
D A E. This example illustrates that P3 does not hold
wrt plans.

P4: the most general plan for a disjunctive goal
AVB cannot be composed from the most general plans
for A and B. That is, compositional planning is com-
plicated by disjunctive goals.

Consider the circuit in Figure 2. The domain de-
scription is

AAB D D

~(A A B) D 

-~BAC D E

-~(-~B A C) D -,E
and the controllables are only A and C. It is easy to
show that:

Plan(D) = false

Plan(E) = false

Plan(DVE) = AAC,
That is, there is no plan for achieving D, there is no
plan for achieving E, but there is a plan for achieving
D V E. This example verifies P4.

P5: a more general statement of P4. Considering
the circuit in Figure 2, we have

PIan(DV’,B) = A

PIan(EV-,B) = false

PIan(DV EV-,B) = A (=AVfalse)
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Therefore, D and E are independent given ."B, ac-
cording to Pb.

Suppose now that we have:

1. An "independence oracle" that can answer questions
of the form, "Are A and B independent given C?"
That is, the oracle identifies disjunctive goals that
can be decomposed according to Pb.

2. Precompiled plans for a specific set of goals.

It is then possible to compose the plan for some goal
G from the given set of plans using plan calculus and
the independence oracle.

Specifically, we can generate a plan for goal G by
rewriting the expression Plan(G) into an expression
involving only the disjunction and conjunction of pre-
compiled plans. Each of P1-P5 can be viewed as a
rewrite rule in this process, and the independence or-
acle can be viewed as a source that tells us when rules
P4 and P5 can be applied. The essential part of this
technique, however, is to (1) have precompiled plans
that are sufficient to make the composition possible
and (2) have an independence oracle that is able 
answer all the necessary queries.

We will show in the next section that a symbolic
causal network (Darwiche & Pearl 1994), which is 
structured representation of a propositional database,
provides both (1) and (2). Specifically, we will 
that if one represents a domain using a symbolic causal
network, then one can do compositional planning ef-
fectively using plan calculus (given that the topology
of the causal structure is well-behaved). For example,
if the causal structure does not contain undirected cy-
cles, then one can compose the plan for any conjunctive
goal in time linear in the number of causal arcs in the
network.

Symbolic Causal Networks
When a database is structured as in Figure 3, the re-
sult is called a symbolic causal network (Darwiche 
Pearl 1994). The graph of a symbolic causal network
explicates many independences that are key to the ef-
fective use of plan calculus.2

A symbolic causal network has two components: A
causal structure and a set of causal theories. Formally,
a causal structure is a directed acyclic graph, the nodes
of which are the atomic propositions that are uncon-
trollable. A causal theory is a set of clauses that sat-
isfies the following conditions: (1) there is one causal
theory (possibly empty) for each proposition in the
causal structure; (2) the causal theory associated with
proposition P can only reference P, its parents and
controllable propositions in A; and (3) the causal the-
ory for P cannot entail a non-vacuous clause that does
not mention P.

2Symbolic causal networks play a similar role wrt con-
sequence calculus, which has applications to model-based
diagnosis (Darwiche 1994; 1995).

For example, in Figure 3, the causal theories for
planes_east and clear_HW are empty, but those for
east_attack and north_attack are not.

One can construct a valid causal theory for propo-
sition P by restricting oneself to material implications
of the form: ¢ A a D P and ¢ Afl D ."P, where

1. ¢ and ¢ are constructed from the parents of P in
the causal structure;

2. a and ]? are constructed from controllable proposi-
tions; and

3. ¢ A a A ¢ Afl is inconsistent if both ¢ A a D P and
¢ A/~ D ."P are present in the causal theory.

We will use (A, G) to denote a symbolic causal net-
work, where G is the causal structure and A is the
union of causal theories.

Each causal theory in a symbolic causal network is a
compact representation of a set of local plans, that is,
plans for goals that involve only a proposition and its
parents (direct causes). The first step of compositional
planning (using plan calculus and a symbolic causal
network) is to compile each causal theory into a set of
local plans. The causal theory for proposition P will
yield 2n+l local plans, where n is the number of P’s
direct causes.

Consider the symbolic causal network in Figure 3
for an example. The given causal theories are com-
piled into local plans that are shown in Figure 4. The
causal theory of proposition east_attack yielded four
local plans, each corresponding to one of the following
local goals: planes_east D east_attack, ."planes_east D
east_attack, planes_east D -,east_attack
and ."planes_east D ."east_attack. The causal theory
for proposition north_attack yielded eight local plans,
each corresponding to one local goal.

Any plan can be composed from the local plans en-
coded by a symbolic causal network (Darwiche 1993).

A most important property of a symbolic causal net-
work is that its topology explicates many indepen-
dences that are satisfied by its database (Darwiche
1993):

Theorem 1 Let (A,G) be a symbolic causal network
and let I, J, and K be disjoint sets of atomic proposi-
tions in ~. IfI and J are d-separated by K in ~, then
o~ and fl are independent given "r whenever a, 13, and

7 are clauses over I, J and K, respectively.3

d-separation is a topological test that can be performed
in polynomial time and is discussed in detail elsewhere
(Pearl 1988).

Structure-Based Generation of Most
General Plans

We now provide an example of compositional planning
when the domain is described using a symbolic causal
network.

3A clause over a set of atomic propositions must include
a literal for each one of the propositions.
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a)

~.~th Attack

Moray

planes-east & bpalSaCn~C~a~t> ->~ata~at~ckk

¯ planes=e~t & (clear-HW or clear-MN) => north:attack~prunes-east & (~ clear-HW or ~ clear-MN) => ~ norm-attack

Figure 3: A symbolic causal network representing the scenario on the left.

Consider the following scenario (see Figure 3):4

State X can be attacked by its aggressive neighbor
from both the North and the East. Although the
state can handle one attack at a time, it cannot
handle two. The task is to devise a plan ensuring
that the neighbor will not carry out two simulta-
neous attacks.

Let
del

A = planes_east

B deal clear_MN

C
de_! east_attack

D de J_ north_attack.

The domain description is given below:

¯ We have two airplane bases, one on the east border
and another on the north border.

¯ Only one of the two bases can have planes in them
due to resource limitations; that is, -,A means that
the planes are at the north base.

¯ On the east border: if the base has planes and is put
on alert, then no attack will occur. But if the base
has no planes, an attack is certain:

AA base_alert D -,C
-, A D C.

¯ On the north border: the enemy can carry out an at-
tack on two fronts, a highway and a mountain road.
The highway can be destroyed by special comman-
dos if needed, but the mountain road is inaccessible.
The enemy will attack if it will not be the subject
of bombing and if at least one of the fronts is clear.
It will not attack under bombing if one of the two
fronts is not clear:

AA(clear_HWVB) D 

-,A A (-,clear_HW V-,B) D -,D.

4This scenario would not have been possible without the
help of Moises Goldszmidt.

The controllable propositions are base_alert and
clear_HW and they constitute the space of possible
actions.

Figure 3(a) sketches the domain and Figure 3(b) 
picts its corresponding symbolic causal network.

Here’s the punch line: Given that we are completely
ignorant about (a) whether the mountain road is clear
and (b) which base will have the planes (this is decided
by other factors), there is no plan that ensures a no-
attack on the east border and there is no plan that
ensures a no-attack on the north border. However,
there is a plan that ensures a no-attack on both borders
simultaneously. The plan is simply to put the east base
on alert and to block the highway on the north border;
that is, base_alert A -,clear_HW implies -,C V -,D!

The example shows that one cannot compose the
plan for deterring simultaneous attacks on both fronts
from (1) the plan for deterring an attack on the east
front and (2) the plan for deterring an attack on the
west front. This means that the goals -,east_attack
and -,north_attack are not independent, which is not
surprising given that the corresponding nodes are not
d-separated in Figure 3(b).

The key to composing a plan for -,east_attack V
-,north_attack from the local plans in Figure 4 is to
identify a proposition that makes the two goals in-
dependent. According to Figure 3(b), planes_east d-
separates east_attack and north_attack. This indepen-
dence can be used to compose a plan for "~east_attackV
-,north_attack as follows:

Plan(-,C V -,D)
P3_., Plan (-,C V -,D V A) A Plan (-,G V -,D V -,A)
1"5

[Plan(-,C V A) V Plan(-,D V A)] 

[Pian(-,C V -,A) V Plan(-,D V -,A)]
t’3

[Plan(’~C V A) 

(Pian(-,D V A V B) A Plan(-,D V A V -,B))] 
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A =>C
~A => C
A => ,-C

~A => ~C

Plan
false
true
base-alert
false

Plan
A&B=>D true A&B=>~D

A & ~B => D [ clear-HW A & ~B => ~D
~A & B => D [ false ~A & B => ~D

~A & ~B => D [ false ~A & ~B => ~D

Plan
false
false
~clear-HW
true

Figure 4: A symbolic causal network for which causal theories are compiled into local plans.

[PIan(~CV-~A) V Definition 3 A concrete plan for goal G is a satis-

(Plan(~D V ~A V B)A Plan(",D V-~A V-~B))] fiable sentence meeting two conditions: (1) it has the

[Plan(",A D ",C) form al A. . .Aan where each ai is a literal of some con-
trollable proposition in A; and (2) it entails the most

( Plan(-~A A -,B D -,D) A Plan(-~A A B D -~D))]general plan 
A[Plan(A D -~C) V The most general plan is a characterization of all con-

(Plan(A A ~B D -,D) A Plan(A A B D -~D))] crete plans. Most often, one is not interested in all
Iocalplans--+ [false v (true ̂ - clear_HW)] 

[base_alert V (false A false)]

= --,clear_HW A base_alert.

The first application of P3 is possible because

-~C V -~D - (-~C V -,D V A) A (-~C V -~D V -~A).

The second application of P3 is possible because

-,D V A - (-~D V A V B) A (-~D V A V -~B)

and

-~O V -~A = (-~D V -~A Y B) A (-~D V -~A V -~B).

The above steps are only a rewrite of the expression
Plan(",C V ",D) into an expression that involves only
conjunctions and disjunctions of local plans. Each of
P1-P5 can be regarded as rewrite rule in this process,
with the application of P4 and P5 being the most sub-
tle. The topology of the causal structure is the source
for controlling this rewrite process; that is, making
sure that all the rewrites are valid and that the pro-
cess will eventually terminate. An algorithm for this
rewrite process can be found in (Darwiche 1993), with
some computational guarantees that are parameter-
ized by the topology of the given causal structure. For
example, if the causal structure does not contain undi-
rected cycles, then this rewrite process can be used to
generate a most general plan for any clause in time lin-
ear in the number of causal arcs and exponential only
in the number of direct causes per proposition.

Generating Concrete Plans
A concrete plan for some goal is a set of actions that
achieve the goal:

such plans, but only in a subset of them that satisfy
some preference criteria. In particular, one may be
interested in:

1. The least expensive concrete plans. For example,
one may be interested in concrete plans that have a
minimal number of actions.

2. Incomplete concrete plans with some probability of
success. For example, one may be interested in a
subset of some concrete plan that ensures the prob-
ability of a goal to rise above some threshold p.

3. The most feasible concrete plans. For example, each
action may have a probability of success associated
with it. Then one may be interested in concrete
plans that are most feasible, that is, having max-
imal probability that their constituent actions will
succeed.

Current and Future Work
Preference criteria over concrete plans are outside the
ontology of plan calculus -- they must be introduced
by the user, together with a mechanism for extract-
ing concrete plans that satisfy these preferences from
a most general plan. Formalizing preference criteria
and their associated extraction mechanisms is a topic
of current research. It is worth mentioning here that
a similar problem exists in diagnostic reasoning where
one is interested in extracting the most preferred diag-
noses. Some initial results are reported in (Darwiche
1994; 1995), which are very relevant to the problem of
extracting preferred concrete plans.

The generative planning literature contains some
languages for describing domains, which seem to be
different from the language of causal networks (Wilkins
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1988; Fikes, Hart, & Nilsson 1972; Georgeff 1990;
Allen, Hendler, & Tate 1990). Our current research is
focusing on the relation between such languages. For
example, we are interested in comparing the expres-
siveness and suitability of these languages in describing
different domains and also in comparing our notions of
most general and concrete plans with the traditional
notions of partial and total plans.
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